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Introduction

This essay by Margaret R. Leavy was. commissioned to mark·the opening of two
exhibits at the Yale Divinity School Library.: "Missionary Translators" and "The, Yale
Missionary Bible Cpllection." Thes,e exhibits, prepared tO' G<>incidewith a symposium
entitled LANGUAGE, CULTl.J!IB'AND TRANSLATION:·FURTHER:STUDIES :·IN THE
MISSIONARY
MOVEMENl',described the lives and werk of. various missionary translators
and displayed products of their labors.
Recent scholarsqip has drawn attention to the impact of Bible transJation on the
social and cultural'{ievelopment of societies. Lamin.Sanneh, for e~ample, has pointed
to the "connections between Bible· translatiqg· and related issues such as cultural selfunderstanding·, vernacular pride~ ,social awakening, religious renewal'; cross-qultural
dialogue, transmission and recipiency, reciprocity in mission~, .. "1 IA. his work
Translatingthe Message:.The MissionaryImpacton -Culture,.Sannenfurther notes that:
Tlie distinguishing mark of scriptural translation has been the effort to <;ome.as
close as possible to the speech of the common people. Translators have
consequently first de~oted much time, effort, and resources to building the basis,
with investigations into the culture, history, language, religion, economy,
anthropolo~y, and physical environment of the peoI?le concerned, before tackling
tlteir 'concrete task. This background work was often indispensable to the task of
authentic translation .. ,,,2
The activities of Eli Smith deseribed in this essay by Margaret R. Leavy provide
concrete illustration of Sanneh's analysis, demonstrating the tremendous-investment of
time and effort required ot: the missionary translator. Smith Fecognized. the need for
extensive preparation in order to produce a worthy translation; he was willing to invest
the necessary labor, even when his efforts were not thoroughly appreciated-by his own
mission board. Leavy documents the wide variety of sources utilized by Smith in
preparing his Arabic translation of .the Bible - from standard Bible commentarie&. and
grammars of the Arabi.c language to books on precious stones. The painstaking efforts
of Smith and his colleagues resulted in a successful translation of the Bible and
1Lamin

Sanneh, Translating the Message: The Missio1U!,ry
Impact on Culture.
(Maryknoll,~ New York: Orbis Books, 1989), p. 2
2

Ibid.' p. 192.

contributed to a renewal of Arab interest in their own language and culture after years
of Ottoman oppression.
The Eli Smith Family Papers are one among various manuscript and mi,crotext
collections documenting the work of missionary translators held at the Yale Divinity
School Library. These manuscript materials complement the library's· extensive
Missionary Bible Collection and related holdings. "Works ·prepared by missionaries-for
the use of the peoples of missions fields" constituted one of the six original categories
of material collected by George Edward Day in forming the Day Missions Library.
The Yale Missionary Bible Collection now contains Bibles or portions of the
scriptures in more,than 175 languages ranging from Ainu to Zulu. No~doubt, behind each
of these volumes lies a story as rich in detail as the story of Eli Smith's·translation work
told here by Margaret Leavy. The stories·of translators such,as Eli Smith in·the Middle
East, Elijah C. Bridgman and Henry Blodget in Chin3:, and Samuel Ajayi Crowther in
Africa combine to demonstrate the essential role played by translation in..the missionary
enterprise. Journals, correspondence, and printed works .,prQvideinsight into the way
translation has served to foster mutual respect and understanding among cultures, as well
as the reverberations of the translation process leading to increased knowledge and
cultural awareness.
Like Eli Smith, China missionary Elijah C. Bridgman and his colleague W.R.
Medhurst thought it essential that there be a base of mutual understanding and respect
before the Christian faith could be spread. Smith devoted his life to the production of an
Arabic Bible of which Arab Christians could be proud, urging his mission board to
realize that Arabic publications produced in a hasty and imperfect manner would only
lead to disrespect for the Christiaw faith. Stymied by Chinese ,unr~ptiveness to the
Christian''me-ssage during his early years of missionary service, Bridgman seizes! upon
translation of a wide ,range of documents as the key to, mutual respect and eventual
understanding. Bridgman was early convinced that {here was a neeq tQ translate not oµly
the Bible but also secular Western works into Chinese, and Chines~ classics into English.
As Jane Kate Leonard writes of Bridgman's colleague W.R. Medhurst:
It was clear even to the novice missionary that the Christian religious mes~ge
had no meaning or significance to the Chinese. A tract that was narrowly
religious and devotional in content held no interest because of the vast cultural
and historical differences between China and the West. ...
2

China was npt, in Medhurst's opinion, r~dy for. tJ\e Christian religious mes~ge;
there was a blanket of culture·, history, ana traditfon Jhat h9-dtq be P~I\etra.ted
first, and this _qm1$1
not b~.done by relig!ous trltcts. ·What wer~.neeaed instead
were.materials that would slibw that the West was a'hiplJly d~v~lo~ civilization,
equal to China, and that its Christian religious tradition was wortfiy 9f res~t and
acceptance.3
Fred W. Drake writes of Elijah C. Bridgman:
· Within two y~s of his .ardval in Cp.nton, Bridgrp~ began t~ see l,ljs.prj,mary
role as that of an intennediary. between Western :and .Chin~'" ci,~iliz~,t!Qn
....
During ~e f~llo~i~g 'thr~ ,decades, Bridgman' tfreless1y ~ran~lated Chinese
documents and wrQte ext~nsively on Chit'le~e.topics - .partic11;larly
as editor and
major con,tribqtor to. The..Chi,,z.es~
Reposi{ory- in or~er:to make Chi~a,.better
known to ~t::West ..... In ~834, :aridgm,anan~ f\is colleag;1es_in <;antonJormed
a propaganda' agency to make Western knowledge avail~bl~!Othe.Chinese. With
their So~iety for tf\t; piffusipn of Use!µl .Knowl~g~ in .Chin~ (gene~ly known
_asthe SDK), he and his {rienqshop¢. to open China by,pea~ful means to trade,
Western .civilization, and. consequently to Protestant Chii.s~1~i~. 4 '
phina missionary Hy~ry Blod~et'~ ~xp~rience points to o~er (a~ts of the
translation process - the. inevitable amQi$uity which atjses wheµ. translati~g from one
langlfage to apothef, and U}e,resultin~ inv~stigations n~ed to resqly~, thk'ruy~iguity.
Blodg~t served und!!r the Anieri~ Board of Commissioners/ for. ~oreign Missions in
China from 1854 to 1894. As an influential member 9f committees charged J'jcl
with the
translation of the Bible, Blo~get was ~p.tral in a conti:eversy concerning th~t correct term
for "God" in the Chinese,language .. Some missio11ariesadvoqate<\.v~e of f:11.r
term ~hangti
for the Christian God because it was already in use in China ~ .th~ ~Y of the
"Supreme Being". Blodget, among others, opposed the use of the term Shangti, (eeling
that would only lead to confusion aboqt the uniqueness of the Christian God. Robert
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Jane kate Leonard, "W.H. Medhurst and the Missi9q~ ~~ssage" in Christianity
in China:Early ProtestantMissionaryWritings,ed. by Suzanne Wilson Barnett and John
King Fairbank. (Cam.bridge: H~ard U~jv~rsity Press, 19~S),.p. 50-51. .
~
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Fred W. Drake, "E.C. Bricl~man's Portrayal of the West", Christianity"inChina:
Early Protestant Writings,ed. by Suzanne Wilson Barnett and John King Fairbank,
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1985), p. 90-91.
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Morrison, one of the first two Protestant translators of the Bible into Chinese, had
advocated the use-0f Shen (or Shin), which meant Gocior invisible lieingsin general. The
debate over the proper name for God in Chinese raged for dec?des and precipitated
extensive research into Chinese culture an,d rel~~ionas each side in the controversy
sought'to justify its position.
The story of Blodget's delving into' history·.and culture in order to resolve
ambiguitie~in translation is _mirroredby Eli Smith'i translation'methodologyand by the
experiences of others acro~s tl'J.eglobe. Lamin Sanneh telJs 1he stdry, Samuel Ajayi
Crowther, an African who was responsible for the 'first Ilib1e translation into Yoruba.
Crowther had been takeri in a slave rai,d while a boy, b4t freed by an '.Englishhaval
vessel, put ashore in Freetown, and ad6}rtecf
by Christians.'FpllQwfoijseminary education
in England, Crowther ·Petl!rnedto Aqi.ca and oecame 'the ·first :Sfsnop.bf Niger. Lamin
Sanneh writes of Crowther:
"
·
·
Crowther was perceptive-enough to realize ·that tian~lation led paturally into
developi6g a·deeper appreciation for the entire cuiture,,.1and'he nursued thJ~
line
to its logi~ 'conclusion. He wrote in t'844tliat his 1inguisticinvestigation'forced
him to delve 4Ito other ~pects of traditional African life .... Thus, in response to
the'"'.r'everberatiohs
<;if'scriptural translatiop, Crowther··was stimulated to (ollow
through to other aspects.of the culture, suggesting-thatliteral trartsfatlon itself
wa~Jnsuffitient·to take ihe full mea~ureof ~e enterprise. "In tracing out words
and their va.riqus-uses,'' he admits, "I ani 'now and then ·led to 'search at length
ihto -sometraditions'and custdms the Yorubas:" As a 'direct result Crowther
b~ah a ·sys~matic in9.uiryinto the. Egungun secret· ~ociety aricithe cult of Ifa
divmation',and co11tribut~immensely to the strengthening of a sense of Yoruba
national identity.s·
'

or.

in

or

' The stories of Snuth, Bridgman, Blodget, and Crowther all contribute to our
understanding ~f tp.~role of translation in the interaction between Western and nonWestern cultures. We are grateful t<;>
Margaret R. Leavy for fleshing out in rich detail
the story' of one missionary trtths4t(ot. · r
·
Ms. Leavy is also the author of Lookingfor th~ Armehians: Eli Smitfz's
MissionaryAdventure, 1830-1831(ConnecticutAcadell!-¥of Arts and Sciences, 1992).
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Sanneh, Translatingthe Message, p. 165-166.
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She has been working for a number of years on a biography of Eli Smith, based in large
part on Smith's letters in the archive of the American Board of Commissioners for
Foreign Missions at the Houghton Library at Harvard University (also held at the Yale
Divinity Library in microfilm copy), as well as the Eli Smith Family Papers in Yale
Divinity School Library Record Group No. 30.
Martha Lund Smalley, Curatorof the Day MissionsLibrary
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ELI SMITH AND THE ARABIC BIBLE
The A.B.C.F.M. Press.in Malta

Eli Smith's first assignment under the American Board of Commissioners for
Foreign Missions on his graduation from Andover Theological Seminary in 1826 was to
the American mission press in Malta as assistant to its director, Daniel Temple:· The
press was located in· Malta, as were two English presses, one run by William Jowett of
the Church Missionary Society, and another by· the Londqn Missionary Society. Under
British dominion, Malta was deemed the oply $pot in the M¢iterran~
region where a
Protestant press could have some hope of being allpwed to operat~ safely. The Greek
and Arabic-speaking worlds were still under the rule of the Turkish Empire, where the
missionaries had encountered an absolute prohibition when it came to cop.vertingMuslims
and often violent hostility from the native Catholic and Orthodox churches, which
resented the Protestants' incursion into their historic territories.
The Board had-seht Smith off to Malta in great haste, requiring him to accelerate
his graduation. by a few months and make hurried farewell to his family and friends,
without even permitting him the time to consider marrying, as many missionaries did
while they still could. There seemed to be an urgent need to have hill! at his post
without delay, since Temple was expected to leave soon on a visit to France. -But when
Smith arrived, Temple's departure had been indefinitely postponed, and Smith found
himself with little to do and powerless to remedy the obvious shortcomings he ·found at
the press. Smith's liyely interest in languages was, no doubt, one reason the ~oard was
so eager to· send him to the Mediterranean. He was already competent ,in Greek, Latin,
and Hebrew from his years at Yale and Andover, and seems also to lJ_avehad some
familiarity with German and F,rench, -aswell as with Italian, which was th~ linguafranca
of westerners in the Mediterranean world. He was a quick learner, and ,in the coming
years.was to acquire a number,of other languages, including Tur]p_sh.andAnitenian, and
even sometping of the language of the Syrian Gypsies. 'The Board had great~apibitions
for its press, wliich was to be the linch-pin of its critical operations in the Near East.
Arabic was .the dominant language in this area; spoken, it was said, by one eighth of the
world's population, and - of particular importance - the key to the Holy Land itself. The
Board's clear intent was that Smith should eventually establish and supervise an Arabic
7

printing operation.
But so far the press in Malta was equipped to publish only a few Bibles and tracts
in Italian and modern Greek. The tracts were mostly short English and American
devotional works and pious stories of a kind that were very popular at home, but of
doubtful suitability for their intended readers. Temple did not speak Greek, and had to
rely heavily on native Greek translators whose work he did not entirely trust. Though
he h;:tdonly recently acquired enough Italian to preach, he and his wife did some of ~e
Italian translating themselves. Having no printer of· its own, the press had to make do
with what temporary help it could get. Distribution of its output had nearly come to a
halt, since there were only a few small missions as yet in the Mediterranean to use the
books. Italy was closed to the press's Italian publications by church decree, and the two
British presses in Malta were already supplying the small Greek market. As for
prospects of publishing in Arabic, thete was not one, Competent Arabic speaker among
the Board's few missionaries in the area, though Isaac Bird, stationed in Beirut, was
beginning td master the language.
Smith quickly perceived the dimensions of the problem, and when it appeared that
his talents were being wasted in -Malta, he took the matter into his own· hands and left
abruptly for Beirut to study Arabic, against Temple's expressed wishes and without so
much as consulting the Board .-an act of shocking insubordination in a young missionary.
In Beirut he lived for a while with Bird and his fellow missionary William Goodell and
their families, studying with local Arabic scholars, theti moved into the mountains nearby
to live with an Arab family, the better to learn the language. as spoken by the people.
He needed to master Mabie, both in its scholarly.and popular forms, whether he was to
return to the preSs or to be a missionary and preacher in the Arabic world. The latter
seemed to be his preference at the moment. He showed little inclination to return to his
post in Malta, remaining in Beirut until circumstances forced his.hand in the spring of
1828, when the threal of war between Turkey and the western powers drove the mission
and a number of its friends and helpers out of Beirut to a temporary refuge in Malta.
He was badly needed there. Temple's wife, who had long been ailing, had died of
consumption' and two of their children had followed her to, the grave~ forcing him to
return for a time to the United States with his remaining family. Two fonts of Arabic
type were by now on theit way lo Malta from the United States, ·and Homan Hallock,
a highly competent American printer, experienced in setting type in both Greek and
Hebrew~ had arrived to start printing in Arabic. The Board was eager to rush the new
8

Arabic press into production.
But Smith argued· forcefµlly against this course of action. His stay in Beirut, he
argued, had not been long enough to equip him properly for the.task of managing an
Arabic press .- though the Board seemed to believe his stay had been un~ssarily
protracted. Pie' had not fully mended his relations with' Baston, but the Board had come
to accet>t his decision to study Arabic in Beirut. In a crowded ..and impatient letter from
Malta he stated his complaints·about its haste to start printing µnder,conditions that could
only produce an· inferior prociuct, which he thought wot,Jld certainly be unacceptable to
Arab readers.
I did indeed & do now, consider it unfortunate for the prosperity of the press that
I could not have remained 6 months or a year longer in Syria. 6 I had calculated
on as much time as this when I left,Malta: -- I had arrived at that point in Arabic
where, at the end of a week I .was seeing my knowledge of it as much increased
as at the'end of a Itlonth a short time before, & t6 leave it there was to leave an
important undertaking half finished, perhaps never to be completed as I intended -I had just formed that personal acquaintance with individuals, & acquired that
knowledge of the country and its customs which not only began to open before
me an interesting field for missionary labor, but had laid the foundation for
rapidly increasing my stock of that information & personal experience Which are
invaluable 'and absolutely necessary to a superintendent of the press, & ·which he
canacquire only among the people· for whom his ·books are intended .... Had I
(remained), I should have hardly viewed an addition of six months to·the length
of my absence from Malta in the light of an objection; for so highly important do
I consider it· that a broad foundation be laid under the best circumstances to
qualify me to issue judicious; well adapted. & accurate publications that I·look
upon· months & even years spent'in tloing this well spent, while the same length
of time prematurely employed in a hasty issue of ill adapted & irtaccurate
publications is worse tl1an thrown away. 7
The press had made a-diligent search both in Syria and in Egypt for a native
Arabic translator, Smith wrote, and none had been' found sufficiently competent in

6

What is now Lebanon was ·then a parrof Syria.
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ABCFM: 16.6, #164-1 (for this and the following quotation).
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English or Italian. The books the press translated from English and other languages into
Arabic would require both a knowledge of the original language good enough to assure
a faithful understanding of the work and a familiarity with the Arabic vernacular that no
European or American possessed. It would be necessary to train a native translator, who
must work under the eye of a superintendent who could teach 'him the principles of the
business as well as correct any errors which might have crept into the translation and
"make those numerous alterations & explanations which every English book needs before
it is adapted to an Oriental reader."
Finally (the translator) must be pr~sent to act as corrector, for.this cannot safely
be entrusted entirely to the eye of any European. To train and qualify such a
translator will require time, expense, &, on my part, much labor and troubfe.
But taking it for granted that the Board design that. this press shall become an
important establishment, & being their press for the Mediterranean shall be able
to fill their missionaries' hands ~ith well composed & correctly printed books in
all the languages in which they wish to distribute them, I do not hesitate to
propose that the s.tep be taken .... I wish not to forget that while the press governs
public. opinion, it is not independent of it. -Should ours get a character for
inaccuracy, its publications would not be sought after, whereas if it should be as
highly esteemed for taste and correctness by the people for whom we print as for
example that at Venice is by the Armenians, om::boob would go into market
under very de.sir.able advantages .... If we are to do anything in (Arabic), J am
convinced that a transla,tor and corrector must be permanently. connected to the
establishment & educated to his business.
Smith did not stay mMalta long. In February of 1829 he sailed for Greece with
Rufus Anderson,, the Board's·secretary, on a journey of missionary ~xploration, leaving
Goodell in _cqatge of the press. Goodell was then engaged in translating the New
Testament into the Armenian vernacular to make it accessible to modem Armenians, who
found it difficult to read the ancient Armenian version used in the churches. 'Though
their language had its own alphabet, literate Armenians in the western parts of the
Turkish Empire were accustomed to reading. it printed in the Arabic characters then used
in printing Turkish. In 1831, when Smith's travels to Arme)J.iabrought him into contact
with the Armenians who lived in their ancient homeland, far to the east of
Constantinople, he despatched a lengthy letter to Goodell protesting that Armenians he
met there, perhaps unlike those the missionaries had eqcountered on the shpres of the
Mediterranean, would not happily accept a translation of holy writ printed in thealphabet
10

of the infidel Turk. But Smith's protest arrived too late, and Goodell's translation later
appeared as it had'been written. Ifwas used sµccessfully for many years in the mission
to the western Armenians that Goodell established in Constantinople.
Smith's travels in Greece and his evident skills as a traveper and investigative
reporter led to his next assignment, to explore the possibilities of new missionary
ventures in Armenia and the neighboring regions. On his return he settled on~ again
in Malta, to recuperate from the malaria.he had contracted in his travels antl to ready his
Researchesin Annenia for publication in the United States. It was onfy·after'i year in
America, wftere he was at last permitted to find a wife, who 'returned with him to Beirut,
that he became again involved in the work of creatfng an Arabic press.

The Press in Beirut - A New Arabic Type
1834, the year Smith returned to Beirut, was marked by a significant change in
the atmosphere of Syria, favorable to education and the revival' of an interest in ·Arabic
culture. The Egyptian forces of Mehmet Ali had overrun the countcy and established a
government under his son· Ib'rahim, who, with the intent uf educating 'soldiers for his
army and encouraging the development of a self-conscious Arab·culture which he hoped
might eventu3!ly undermine Turkish rule throughout the empire, set UP, a system of
governmentschools. Other schools began to-spring up, including mission schools~ both
Protestant and Catholic. Suddenly, where there had beerl almost no ready·marlcet'for the
output of the America1f:pres~,schools in Syria were crying .o~t for books.'"The'niission's
press in Malta had been closed. Temple' and' Hallock were in Smyrna, publishing in
Greek and Italian, ~d Goodell had goQ.eto Constantinople with a printing es~blishment
for the Aqnenians in \he region. TJ.ieArabic font had been sent to Smyrna rather than
to Beirut because of ·the political disturbances in Beirut and the often violent opposition
of the native churches to the' missionaries. But on Smith' s·arrival in Beirut, ·he urgently
requested tliat the font be forwarded ~o him, and a young printer was dispatched from
Malta.
.
...
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Under Smith's direction the new press turned with a will to meeting 'the schools'
·needs for elementary textbooks and teaching materials, gradually expanding jts,0perations
as the schools grew and the demand increased, to print a wide variety
other
puoli,cations Arabic: including p01;tionsor the Scriptures; a ·hymnbook; .catechisms;
original·wntir\gs by the missionaries themselves, such as Smith's Officeand Workof tlie
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Holy Spirit, Whiting's On Self-Examination,and one of its best sellers, Bird's 537-page

polemic addressed to the Maronite Bishop on the vices and shortcomings of his church
and the superior claims of the Protestants. There were also translations of European and
American religious classics such as Pilgrim's Progress, two editions of Thomas a
Kempis, and Jonathan Edward's Sinners in the Hands of an Angry God.8 There were
1
in addition numerous shorter tracts setting out the Protestant position on religious a1ffl'T.-""'
•
moral questions, and the old perennials such as The Dairyman's Daughter and little
Henry and hi~Bearer, which were slow to disappear from the list, despite a notation ,in
1844 tliat they were not thought to be very useful. Most notably, the press published a
number of the classics of Arabic literature, which turned out to be a seminal. force in
awakening interest among Arabs in their own language and culture, which had long lain
dormant under Ottoman dominion. This undertaking was in time to have far-reaching
effects the missionaries could not then have foreseen.
The small hand-operated press that first arrived in Beirut fell far short of being
able to fulfill the mission's needs. Publishing was & slo'o/ and tedious process. It was
not until 184! that the press acquired a competent American printer, George Hurter, who
was experien~ in setting Greek.and Hebrew typy but had not y~t learned Arabic. And,
only then was it able to purchase a one-horsepower steam press. Over the years
improvements were m~9e, most notably the acquisition of a new Arabic typeface·
designed by Smith and executed by Hallock. As need arose, more type fonts were cast,
of diff~rent ~i~ ap.d with new characters to permit a wider variety of puplications,
incluqing an-algebra textbook, and finally the Bible, complete with marginal and other
notations, as·well a,sa best-selling pofket edition of the New Testament.
. The 1.}rabictype the press used at first was a ;;ource of great distress to Smit!'t,
who, ever the perfectionist, felt strongly that the mission's publication~, particularly the
new translatjon of tµe Bible it was looijng forward to publishing, must posse~s a classi9ID
bea4ty accep,4tble to tµe most-exacting readers of Arabic and worthy of the sayreg text
itself. Not even the Sultan's press in Constantinpple c0uld meet that standard. Smith
set about immediately on his arrival in 1834 collecting examples of the best Arabic
calligraphy ,that coqld b~ foµnq, from which he painstakingly d~signed a set of Ip.odels
8

A copy of th~ Eq~ards translation, which seems Jo., have been done bY, Smith
himself, is in the Sterling Library at Yale, as is Smith's TreaJiseon the HumanSof!,l,also
in Arabic.
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.for each character, intending to take them to Smyrna, where Hallock would cut the
punches. In 1836 he set out with his wife Sarah for Smyrna, but the voyage was a
disaster. The ship was wreck¢ off a cles9late aqd-uninhabited coastland of Turk~y,
where the passengers
abandoned by tlie·crew. The precious nto9els, as well as
most of their clothing and other-possessions had gone to·the bottom ofthe sea. It was
three difficult weeks before·they got to 'Smyrna. ·'Sarah, who· fiad ·undertakert·the voyage
in the hope that it would improve her already ·consumptive condition, suffered greatly
from exposure, and died scx,n after their arrival.
·

were·

the pro~ss of designitig the type had t6 start again ftom the beginning. Smith
produced a new set of 1800 drawings in· Constantinople and returneq with them to
Smyrna, wfiere Hallock, who was a remarkable craftsman, cut the punches and drove the
matrices. Smith then took'.thetn·personally to Germany wp.ere·he oversaw_the:casting of
the type by the we'll-known firm of Tauchnitz in Leipzig. fa addition to 'carrying out his
assignment of faithfully 'repi:oducing Smith's model~, Hallock succeeded 'in greatly
simplifying the labor 9f printing in Arabic whenever the use of vowei ·points was
required. For the 'first time, each of the many Atabic 9haracters was d.~signed<Iopermit
incorporation of the points without the time-consuming· labor of settiiig1 the vowels in
separate lines above and below the lines of characters. Hallock's new type' not only ·
saved labor, but saved paper, and improved the appearance of tne page. The resulting
typeface, known as American Arabic, was widely admireo; it became the standard for
Arabic printing well mto this century.
Directin_g.the press in Beirut was necessarily only a part of Smith's job~'there
were many interruptions and competing duties. He considered himself a missionary first
of all, and a missionary's chief duty·was to preach. He preach~ daily, and was never
free of duties with respect to the business of the mission with its almost unending crises
and emergencies. Moreover, the Board continued to expect Smith's help in reaching· out
to new fields. His first assignment on his arrival in Beirut in 1834 was to make another
journey of exploration, this tim~ in the Hauran, a relatively unknown territory east of the
Jordan. In 1838 and again in 1852 ·Smith travelled extensively with Edward Robinson
exploring·Jhe Holy Land, two journeys wliich ·culminated in publication of Rdbinson's
three-volume Biblical Researcltes'in Pa1estineand in· the Adjacent Regions. Syria
continued to be disrupted by wars ahd civil disturbances, and harassment of th~ mission
by the Maronites was unending. In 1840, war once again drove the missionaries out of
Beirut for a month as the British and Austrian fleets bombarded the city in their move
13

to overthrow Ibrahim and restore the Sultan to power. When the missionaries returned,
they found that cannon .balls had tom up the field around Smith's house but there was
little sen"'qusdamage to the mission buildings and none to the press. When Ibrahim's
defeat-w.as followed by the outbreak of a devastatini war in the mountains bet~een the
Maronites and·D{Uses, thy press was shut dowµ fqr ,a year,, and the Board questioned
whether thp enterpri&e
. should be dropped altogether.., In 1844 the. press was idle for
another year b~use th~ ~oard was sq short of funcl~elf!~missionaries that Smith and
his assistant, Butrus Bustani, had to be pressed into service full time for ,preaclµn,g and
pastoral duties. Five missionaries and four of their wives had died, and four missionaries
had left for reasons of health or discouragem~nt. Smith hiqiself was discouraged, but
still implored the, Board for funds to expand the list o(,publications, which he believed
should include "standard works on the Evidences-of Christianity, Sl!itedespecially to the
Druse and Mohamll}esJanmil).9, able works on thepl9gy, adapted to the wants of persons
educated in these old churches, and ecclesiastical hi~tories, especially of the Reformation,
like:tpat of D' Aubigne". "Such works would find intelligent and interested readers even
now," he continued, "for many a mind in Syria is well capablv of appreciating their
value, many who are. not affected by our publications because they strike below them.
But the works must be composed, or at least re-written; for a mere, translation such as
exist among us would miss the mark. "9
Despite ~mith' s intense devotion to the work of the press, the requirements of his
personal life, as well as the usual interruptions caused by missioqary duties, warfare, and
other disorders removed him from the scene for protracted periods. During his years in
Beirut he was wiqowed nqt only once, in 1836, bu~ again in 1842. There is little
evidence that, his bereavement was ever allowed to interfere for long with h\s work, but
it did necessitate two trips to the United States to find a new wife ,and ~filTY again.
,,

The Bible in Arabic
From the beginning the press's great objective had been to briqg the Bible to the
Arabic-speaking world. It w,is the rock upon which the Protestants r~ted their claim to
religious a,uthority, but there were few in the Aqib world, Christian, Muslim, OFDruse,
who had access to it or were capable of reading it if it were put in ·their hands. The
mission $chools were making a stµt on the task of creating an educated body qf readers
9

ABCFM Annual Report, 1843.
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in Syria, of women as well as men, but the missi~naries found the existing Arabic ~ibles
totally inadequate. For lack of a better, the mission used and circulated a 1617 Roman
Catholic version, which had been revised by a Maronite bishop in 1625. Smith
considered it a "very servile imitation" of the Vulgate, and, in a report to the Board in
1844, pointed out its inadequacies for the mission,.s purpose:
The historical parts of the Old and New Testam~nts are intelligible, and as correct
~s the Vulg~te. But in the Epistles, tho' isolated texts generally convey nearly
the sentiment ofthe original, the meaning is often not clear; and the argument of
continuous passages is not unfrequently entirely lost. In fact, the n.iore abstruse
and doctrinal parts of Paul's epistles lose in it almost all their force. Of the
prophetical and poetical portions of the Old Testµnent much is either without
force, in bad taste, or absolutely unintelligible. The whole version is not in a
classical style. The structure of the sentences is awkward, the choice of words
is not select, and the rules of grammar are often transgressed. We have been
ashamed to put ~e .sacred books of our religion in such fl dress into \ne hands of
respectable Mohammedan or Druse, and felt it our duty to accompany them with
an apology. And some of us never think of reading a chapter in public without
previously revising it. 10

It was p.ot until late in 1848, after Smith had visited the United States to marry
for the third time and to confer. with the Bo~d, that work could get under, way on the
new Arabic Bible. While in the United States and after his return to Beirut, Smith had
consulted with a .wide range of scholars about the proposed project and had assembled
the best philological library thaf he could obtain from Europe artd the East. In Beirut he
was .fortunate in' procuring two very able Arab helpers at the press, both of whom went
on to be distinguished figures on ·the Arabic cultural scene. Butrus Bustani, Smith's
right-hand man, was charged with preparing the preliminary Arabic drafts. He was a
friend and convert of the missionaries and a man of wide interests, who had been a
teacher of languages in a Jesuit college before he came to teach in the mission's seminary
in 184f, and had written a number of the mission's textbooks and ,teaching manuals. He
was already competent in Aramai~, Syriac, Latin, Italian, and 'French, and had been
studying Hebrew and Greek and improving his knowledge of English since he had joined
the mission. Sheikh Nasif Yazeji was already a distinguished Arabic scholar when he
came to the press. Though he was at first looked on with some disdain because of his
10
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lack of any other languages than Arabic, he proved to be uniquely able to help Smith
fulfill hi~ ambition that the press should speak in a pure Arabic voice that would earn the
respect of Arabs worldwide.
Smith's way of working and the principles by which he was guided are so well
set out in his own words and so worth reading that to attempt to summarize or abridge
them would do him a disservice. His report to the Board in 1854, reprinted below, omits
only a final section on his edition of the Pentateuch, (including a dis9ussion of its format,
references, notes, division into chapters and verses, etc.) which he was about to circulate
for comment and criticism.
In laying before the Mission a proof of the first eight pages of Genesis, the translator wishes to make
a brief report of his labors upon the Pentateuch, including a description of the edition now beginning
to be printed.
Helps
Iris proper to mention 1irst the books with which the translation-apparatus is furnished, so far as they
are connected with this part of the Bible.
1. Beginning with Hebrew grammars, I have Gesenius' Lehrgebiinde (1817); his smaller grammar
edited by Rodiger (1851), a gift from the editor; Ewald's Lehrbuch (1844); and Nordheimer's
Grammar. To the last three I have had indl?xes made, to facilitate reference to all the passages of
Scripture which are explained in the syntactical notations; and they thus become very useful
commentaries. The first is provided with an index by its author.
2. Of Lexicons, I have Gesenius' Hebrew Thesaurus, now completed by Rqdiger, who kindly sent
me the last part as soon,as it left the press; and also Robinson's Gesenius, a gift from the translator,
I have likewise Fiirst's concordance, which contains a lexicon by the author, himself a Jew, and
possessing in addition t<t a knowledge of modern criticism, and acquaintance with the post-Biblical
Hebrew. His school dictionary, which is not without its value, is also in the translation library. Also
Holdin's concordance of the Hebrew particles.
3. Of commentaries, I h;lve Rosenmuller on the Pentateuch, and Tuch, Delitzch and Knobel on
Genesis. ~The latter is a part of the Exegetical Handbuch, and the same author is at work upon the
other books of Moses. I have the Glossa Ordinaria, a voluminous digest from the fathers; and Pool's
Synopsis, with other more common commentaries ;n English.
f

Of non-Arabic versiqns of critical value, I have the J.ondon Polyglot, a gift from Mrs. Fisher Howe
of Broo~yn, N.Y.; with Buxtorf's Chaldee, and Castel's Syriac Lexicon, and Sclensner's Greek
Lexicon of the Septuagint, besides the Lexicons which compose the seventh vol. of the Polyglott.
I have also Tischendorf's Septuagint, containing the readingi; of four ancient manuscripts, and for a
general Greek Lexicon, Liddell and Scott. Among modern versions, I make constant reference to that
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of De Wette.
Of Arabic versions, I possess besides that of Saadias Gaon in the Polyglott, the Ebreo-Mauritanian
version, edited by Erpenius, and three copies of the version of A,bu Said', the Samaritan, two of these
copies, which I have made ftom manuscripts some ~poyears old, and the other edited by Kuenen,
with the readings and notes of three manuscripts. The last covers only G~nesis, Exodus and Leviticus,
but is to be coµ.tinued. I 'have also a distinct version id manuscnpts, apparently made from the
Peshito, and written nearly five hundred years ago. The above are ancient. Ot more modern
versions, I have the Romish edition, reprinted by the British and Foreign Bible Society; which we now
circulate, and which is conformed to the Vulgate, with frequent accommodations
the Peshito. I
have also the lessons read in the Greek and Greek Catholic churches, printed at Shuweir and' translated
from the'Septuagint, but following often otliet readings than tho~e of the Polyglott; and the Karshuny
lessons reaa in the Maronite churches, printed at Kashaiya, ahd translated ·from tlie Peshito. This
version of the Ma:ronites, if reference be had both to ~onformity with the Hebrew and acceptableness
of style to modern readers, is the best of all. But it contains, as well as the lessons of the Greeks,
only a small portion of the Old Testament.

lo

Of other helps, I may mention De Wette's Introduction to the Old Testament, Winer's Realworterbuch
(last edition), Reland's' Antiquitates Sabra'a, and Havernick's Introduction to the Pentateuch.
[Havernick, does not appear in the ABCFM copy]. Also Sherif-ed-Din et Tifasy on precfous stones,
and tM Arab Materia Medica, called Ma la yisa, both useful in explaining terms connected with
natural history ~d kindred subjects.
The Hebrew text used is that of Michaelis, whose notes and especially references are often valuable.
And I have also De Rossis'! ~arious readings; and Bahrdt's remaim of the HexaPia of Origen.
This catalogue would norbe cbmplete without mentioning the more important 'helps to a full
understanding and proper use of the Arabic language. Among the n\ore valuable grammars, I may
mention the commentary of Ashmuiiy·on the Alefiyeh of lbu Malik, the commentary of Demaminy
on the Teshil "of•the same. author, and Milla Jemy ·on Ibu el-Hajeb. Also Mughny el:.Lebib of lbu
Hesham, invaluable for its definitions of tlie particles. On Rhetoric, the Mukhteser and Mutonnel of
.Teftazany'. Of dictionaries, I have·'two copies 0£ Feiruzabady, one of them in the hands of Mr.
Bustany, and one of Ianhuny in tlte•hand!;of Sheikh Nasif; as well as the dictionary Feiyumy, and the
Constantinople edition of Feiruzabady, with definitions in Turkish. Of European works, the
'Dictionary of Freitag, and the Arabic·o-Turco-Persian dictionary ofMeninski (borrowed from the Sidon
S'tation). I have also the•Tarifat of Iorjany, and the Kulliyat of Abu-el-Buka, which 1atter, when
furnished with a proper index, will help to many definitions of great value.
The whole of this valuable apparatus is, of course, not consulted upon every passage. Many works
are only occasionally referred to, and others but rarely. Yet they have all been found of ute, and each
in its.place comes up for consultation. The very extent of the apparatus, however, consumes time and
accounts in part for the slow progress of the work, especialfy at the beginning. For the translator had,
•at the outset, to learn his profession. His armor he had yet very imperfectly proved. Experience has
now, however, given him more' facility in its use, and his progress has gradually become more
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expeditious.
Helpers.
A translation is first made from the original by Mr. Bustany, who learned Syriac at Ain Warka, and
has studied Hebrew and Greek since his connection with the Mission. He .also studied Theology at
the Maronite College. The advantages of this proceeding are: First, giving to the V'{Orka native
coloring which a foreigner could not so easily acco!llplish. Second, bringing into it the terms and
phrases in common and good use to express the ideas of the original, and especially those current in
Christian theology and literature. Third, helping to give u[!;iformity to the wprk as a whole .• For the
different parts of the Arabic Bi~le most in use have been taken from translations ma~e by different
haµ.ds, and there is a great want of uniformity in the phraseology used. Our aim is to bring about
uniformity. Mr. Bustany helps do this by taking the portions of the translation worked over, as fast
as they come from my hands, and bringing into use as he goes on, in his own work, the phraseology
that has been agreed upon. Fourth, saving much of my time which would otherwise be spent in the
manual labor of copying.

When the work comes from his hands, it is thoroughly worked over, with the aid of the critical
apparatus detailed above, in doing which, though Mr. B. is not infrequently very happy in the
expressions he uses, the other versions are as freely consulted in reference to, phraseology as his, and
no authority in.respect to Biblical criticis!]l is given to hjs or any Arabic versjon of,l}lQ<ierndate. And
were the phraseology taken ~y him from other versions, together with what ii;,subsequently changed,
deducted, it is difficult to say how much would be left. Yet no doubt, there does remain in the end
a decided coloring given by the first hand through which the work passes.
Finally, I sit down over the ~.ork with Sheikh Nasif, and receive·his criticisms upon it as an Arabic
composition, in reference to grammar, lexicography and taste, after which he copies the work anew.
His criticisms. undergo a thorough discussion, often consuming muph time, and special caution is
constantly observed lest he sacrifice any important.shade of the inspired idea to the niceties of Arab
gram~ar or taste, which after all are not essential. Y~t it is my aim to let no phrase finally pass which
does not receive his sanction. Master as he is of Arabic grammar, and richl}! as.his mind is stored
wi~ Arabic works, it was soon found·that in the terms of natural history.and certain other sciences,
as well as in the technicalitie.s of different trades. and professions and in other like matters, his
km,>wledgewas indistinct and often very defective. And to search out and rightly select words of this
l.9nd h~ cost me much time. Unfortunately, also, for the last year, his mind has been under a cloud,
and his, 11:ealthqelicate; giving me much anxiety lest he may,fail entirely. Yet my sessions with him
are oft~n, invaluable, and I never cease to feel that his aid is essential to the J>e_st
success ·of the work.
Principles
Faithful conformity to the sacred original, of course, lies at the foundation of the whole. Uniformity
in t!ie J~anslation of similar words and phrases is also aimed at with much care. Then clear and
i~nressive intelligibility is laboi;ed after, avoiding, as far as my be, all words beyond. the circle
understood by the more intelligent class of the community. At the same time, it is a rule not to depart
from the laws of ancient grammar, nor to admit words not sanctioned by classical usage without urgent
neces~ity. Ra,ther than do tl;lis, we here and there adopt a word now gone out of use, especially where
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the connection gives an intimation of its meaning, trusting to the future enlightenment of the nation
to bring back the language again nearer to its classical richness and.purity. In a word, We aim to keep
within the range of that portion of the classical Arabic which is still intelligible, br may 1>eexpected
to become so. In this way, w~ are able to avoid in a great degree giving the work the savor of.a local
dialect, which woul<fbe possible 't'ere we to descend to 'the vulgar language of ~onversation. ·we also
bear in mind that the work is designed for a race,only a small portion ~f which are Christians; and
consequently are on our guard in reference to the many words which are current among Christians in
a meaning n.dt·sanctioned by Mohammedan usage, least ,by using them we convey a wrpng idea to a
Mohammedan;mind. At the ~e tiroe, it is our constant aim not to depart without sufficient cause
from the p1!_raseology
consec;aFed by ~ne usage in the current ttansl;tions,.apd ~specially in the mor~
familiar passages; so that the Christian ear shall be offended as little as possible by a perception of
change andnovelty. To accomplish all these delicate points is a 'Verydifficult task, and it is only by
attemptin~ it in the country where the language is spt>ken,and with the assistance of valuable helpers,
11
that I have, any hope of succeedi_i1g.

Since 1830, when he contract~ ma),~a in Armenia, Smjth seemed oft~n not to
have been in the best of he;alth. But that was 4 missionary'~ µsual lot and. not tQ pe
remarked on. By the winter of 1855-?6;-h9wever, he qecame aware that hi&,qealthwas
failjng. In April, he left Beirut for Constµltin,ople to attend the annu~ meetj.ng of the
Syria Mission, where he became alarmingly ill. He was never able to. resume the
translation he had laid aside. He died of cancer in Beirut on January ,11, 1857, at the
age of 56.
The committee of missipnaries appointed to d_ecidehow to proceed witQ.the work
considered the J3ible aJ.lqut COI)lplete. Genesis anp Exodus (except for the last two
chapters) had been printed an~ Gen~sis had been separately bqund as a spec~menof the
work to be sent"tO scholars in Europe and Asiq.12 A proof in the first foI'II! o.f the
remainder of the Pentateuch had been submitted to the ~oard and circul~ted for .comment
in 1854. Much of the rest of the Old Testament had been translated by Bustani, but not
yet fully reviewed by Smith.. The first twelve chapters of Matthew were also already in
print; the remainder of the New Testament the committee judged to require
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ABCFM:16.8.1, vol. 5, #209. (I have taken the liberty of simplifying Smith's
punctuation.j ·I'have not used the typed copy of his report in the Smith Family Archive
since it contains many errors of transcription.
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There is a ~PY of the Genesis in the Sterling Library at Yale.
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"comparatively little labor (to) be prepared for the press. " 13 "With these finished
specimens", Anderson wrote, "and with so large a portion of the remainder translated
and' carefully revised, together with the helps to translation which had accumulated,
(Smith'sJb're~hren believed that he had laid the foundation for one of the best versions
of the, s.acred Scriptures tQ be found in 3.11ylanguage. "14
On recommendation of the missionaries, the Board appointed Dr. C.V.A. Van
Dyck to succeed Smith. Van Dyck, a member of the mission since 1840, and founder
of its SeI}linary at Abeih, as well as the author of a number of the textbooks used by the
mission schools, was already himself a welf-known Arabic scholar, whose views with
resirect to the principles of translation to be.observed, and the quality and style of Arabic
to be aimed for did not differ in any important respect from those Smith had followed.
It seemed that Van Dyck's job would be simply to finish the job that Smith had so ably
begun. But Van Dyck faced two major problems at the outset, the first being that Smith
had expressly stated shortly before his death that he did not wish to be responsible for
any of the work excepl what had already been printed, since he customarily reviewed
each new.section of-the t~slation before it went to press, and without this scrutiny he
would not vouch for it. This, Van Dyck felt, left him with much of the work to do over
again, since he was not sufficiently acquainted with Smith's assistants to tntst'rthem
completely, and he had had no hand himself in the translation. The second problem was
also formidable. The American Bible Society, which was expected to oearthe expense
of publication, insisted that no departure be made in the New Testament from the socalled textus receptus,which' both Smith and Van Dyck considered not to be "the best
and most authentic reading". Smith had used his own judgment in this matter despite the
Bible Society's rule, and had·relied as he saw fit on the texts of Tischendorf, Negelles,
and Alford. 15 Van Dyck therefore felt that he must review every verse of the New
Testament to ensur'e conformance to the textus receptus. Rufus Anderson's acerbic
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Saliba, p. 259
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J.?ata Furnished by Dr. C.V.A. Van Dyck with Reference to the Translation of the
Scriptures into the Arabic Language under the Auspices of the American Mission in Syria
and the American Bible Society. (franscript in the Smith Family Archives, Yale
Divinity Library, p.2.)
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comment on this situation was that it Iiad ·not "(pleased) the Lord to grant the earnest
desire of Dr. S~ith to live and complete his translation of the Scriptures; and it must be
admitted that his idea of perfection 1in the work was··such that it is doubtful whether he
ever could have been satisfied that his entire translation was ready for publication. "16

at

With a new assistant
the press, Van Dyc~set to work'on the New Testament,
1
which was completed '1n .April ·of 1860, ·at which' time·· he was also charg&l with
completing the Old Testament. The long labor of translating the Bible was done when
the last sheet came off the p'ress in Beirut ar the end of'March 1865. Van Dyck
delivered it to the Bible. Society in New York, and remained there two_years to
superintend the electrotyping. He then returned to Beirut with Hallock, who had left
Smyrna arid ·had been living in' the· United· States, to comp~ete further· edition's at the
mission press. The missionaries' Arabic Bible was almost universally praised. It is said
to have "found a circulation
unprecedented by any other book in the Arabic language. "17
,
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Note on Sources
For an ovetV~ewof th~ work of the mission and its press from vari~qs points of
view, see:
Rufus Anderson, Hist9ryof thf!Missionof theL'f.,:nericalJ
Boardof Commissioners
for ForejgnMissions.to the O[i,entalGhurches,Boston, 1$72, 2 vols.
George Ant9nius, The ArabAwa/(ening. Beirut, LeJ:>anon,n.d. Rqbert L. Daniel,
American Phil{!JlthJopy
in the Near East, 1820-1960. At.liens, OH, 1970.
James A. Field, America and the MediterraneanWorld: 1776-1882. Princeton,
NJ, 1969.
David H. Finnie, PioneersEast: The EarlyAmerican Experiencein the Middle
East. Harvard University Press, Cambridge, MA 1967.
Clifton Jackson Phillips, ProtestantAmericaamJ,the Pagan World: TheFirstHalf
Century of the American Board of CommissionersF01:Foreign Missions, East Asian
Research Center, Harvard University, Harvard East Asian Monographs, #32, Cambridge,
MA 1969.
.
Issa A. Saliba, "The Bible in Arabic:, Muslim World, vol. 65. #4 (October,
1975). Saliba, who 1s an Arabic speakei=,has mor~ ready access to the Arabic sources
than do most of the other commentators. Her·paper is an excellent account of the history
of the Arabic Bible.
There has been no overall study of the ABCFM press in Beirut. The Yale
Divinity Library does, however, have a copy of an interesting paper on the subject by
a recent Yale undergraduate, who also reads some Arabic. Jessica Ann Jones, "God's
Agents in the Levant: The Missionary Transformation of Lebanon", Special Collections,
Record Group #95.
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Appendix
ELI SMITH ON THE DIFFICULTIES OF TRANSLATING AN ARABIC GRAMMAR.

From a letter to his former teacher, Moses Stuart, reprinted in the Biblical
Repository,vol. 2, p. 201, January, 1832, p. 201.
Tebreez, Persia, Feb. 18, 1831
My Dear Sir,
I need not inform you that I have not yet undertaken the task you assigned me, of translating the
Arabic grammar mentioned by Mr. Temple, when pressure of labour and other circumstances have hindered
me so long from even replying to your letter. That grammar was, I suppo~ the Bahth El Mutalib of Ibn
Ferhat, former Greek Catholic Bishop of Aleppo. The Arabic lang,uagecontains many more erudite and copious
works on grammar, a few of which are in my possession; but.I recommended that f~r the excellence of its
arrangement, the clearness and brevity of its explanations, and also perhaps from some partiality to it, for its
·being the first work that gave me any clear insight into the true genius of the Arabic language. I was far rrom
wishing to disparage the work of De Sacy, which I think justly entitled to high estimation. But, even in the
philosophy of grammar, for which you know it has been highly praised, it is after all little more than a
compilation from Arabic authors, just sufficiently accommodated to European ideas an~ technical terms, to
throw some degree of obscurity over the clearness of the pure Arabic originals. So that after dipping into the
latter, I felt little inclination to make any other use of the learned Parisian than as a glossary for the explanation
of terms not found in Golius.
You are aware that the Arabians have cultivated the grammar of their language more, and more
philosophically, than perhaps any other nation has its vernacular tongue; and such is the peculiar construction
of their admirable dialect, itself reaching back perhaps to the very origin of speech, that in doing this they have
unconsciously developed with great simplicity and clearness, the first principles of general grammar. All their
technical words, which the nature of their language enabled them to make for any occasion, are founded upon,
and in fact explanatory of this philo~ophy. The grammars of European languages unfortunately afford few
terms exactly corresponding with these so that literally to translate an Arabic grammar is impossible, or if
attempted must occasion both error and obscurity. The technical terms of the original must be left unchanged,
or must be formally explained. In any attempt at the latter, perhaps no one would succeed better than De Sacy
had done. In short, my opinion is that the student; in order to drink 4eeply into the spirit of the Arabic tongue,
should withdraw himself as far from the theories and technicalities of the European languages, as the language
he is studying is different from them; and should plunge deeply into the native authors in their native tongue.
You will therefore perceive, that besides thinking the task you impose not easily accomplished, I should deem
the work of the Bishop deprived of a very large part of its intrinsic merit, when stripped of its original
language. One thing I should like very much to do with it, and that is, to print an edition to be used in native
Christian schools, as an elementary work.
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